DSI promotes color consistency and quality control by offering Ohio Certified Stain products from the wood finishing experts at M.L. Campbell.

**Quarter Sawn White Oak Stain**

[Images of wood samples: 111 Boston QSWO, 113 Michaels QSWO, 117 Asbury QSWO, 118 Antique Slt QSWO, 119 Cappuccino QSWO]

The exact appearance of your piece will be influenced by the grain and species of wood. Use these sample swatches as a guide and talk to your DSI Finish Specialist. He will work with you to ensure your finish meets the Ohio Certified Stain color consistency requirements.
Maple Stain Selection

101 S2 Br Maple
111 Boston Br Maple
113 Michaels Br Maple
117 Asbury Br Maple

118 Antique Slt Br Maple
119 Cappuccino Br Maple
225 Mission Br Maple
226 Coffee Br Maple

228 Rich Tobacco Br Maple
227 Rich Chery Br Maple
229 Bing Cherry Br Maple
230 Onyx Br Maple
Cherry Stain Selection

104 Seely Cherry
103 MX Cherry
106 Acres Cherry
107 Washington Cherry

110 Med Cherry
111 Boston Cherry
113 Michaels Cherry
117 Asbury Cherry

118 Antique Slt Cherry
119 Cappuccino Cherry
OCS Natural Cherry